Recent advances in molecular psychiatric genetics have at last identified susceptibility loci for the major psychotic disorders. Not surprisingly several of these genes appear to confer risk not only for schizophrenia but also for schizoaffective, bipolar affective disorder or for "mixed" psychotic phenotypes suggesting an overlap in genetic susceptibility across the traditional Kraepelinian dichotomy. Molecular genetics may catalyze a reappraisal of psychiatric nosology and classification as they challenge the traditionally held notion of distinct psychiatric entities with independent etiology and pathogenesis between the affective and non affective psychoses. Since genes code for proteins that have implications for neuronal microcircuity, and do not directly inflict illness per se, further research should consider deconstructing the broader psychosis phenotype, into measurable components that might be more susceptible to genetic influences than traditionally held DSM-IV Krepelinian dichotomous constructs. We will review the latest evidence for this assertion and present data from the ongoing ASPIS study in which we identified discrete endophenotypes that might be more sensitive to the variability of the recently identified susceptibility genes for psychosis.
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